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1. Big-Picture Overview, Three Cycles 

God infuses us with His initiating first-love (Romans 5:5). His 

first-love fuels our lifelong LifeChange. Foundationally, we must 

first see how God designed us in Genesis 1 and 2 and restored us 

through faith in Jesus Christ our Lord. Flowing from this spiritual 

seed or DNA, now begin to grasp God’s Big-picture view to 

prepare us for life and ministry naturally flowing from abiding in 

His presence. 

Take the cable cars to the top of the Schilthorn Mountain in 

Switzerland. Seat yourself on the summit, awestruck in the 360-

degree rotating restaurant, Piz Gloria. This spot feels like it seats 

us at the top of the world in the Swiss Alps, in the center of the 

panoramic beauty of the surrounding peaks.  

Similarly, gaze with awe on the panoramic, Big-picture 

perspective of our spiritual development as Christians that John 

describes in 1 John 2:12-14.  

Big-Picture of Spiritual Development 

What is the Spirit recovering and saying to us today in respect 

to ongoing, sustainable growth?  

Sixty years after Jesus’ death and resurrection, the Apostle 

John wrote 1 John. In 1 John 2:12-14, John plunges God’s people 

into a flexible, progressive strategy for personal spiritual renewal 

and growth on our lifelong, transformational journey.  

Even though John uses “age” words, all three cycles describe 

growing spiritual maturity, not locked into any chronological age. 
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Physical growth is primarily chronological, one year of growth 

after another. Turn the calendar and grow older.  

Regarding spiritual growth, I know sixty-year-old Christians 

who still struggle to confidently believe they are a “beloved 

child.” They have recycled similar experiences for sixty years, 

retarding growth. By contrast, I know forty-year-olds who display 

wisdom beyond those much older. 

Together these following three cycles of spiritual growth lay a 

healthy, synergistic framework for ongoing Christian spiritual 

development. It’s not multiple choice. Embrace the creative 

tension of this Both/And/And adventure. Become a lifelong life-

learner and doer, growing in the three repeated relationships, 

beloved child, warrior, and father/grandpa over our entire 

lifetime. 

I am writing to you, little children, because your sins 

have been forgiven you on account of His name. I am 

writing to you, fathers, because you know Him who 

has been from the beginning. I am writing to you, 

young men, because you have overcome the evil one. 

I have written to you, children, because you know the 

Father. I have written to you, fathers, because you 

know Him who has been from the beginning. I have 

written to you, young men, because you are strong, 

and the word of God remains in you, and you have 

overcome the evil one (1 John 2:12-14). 

First Cycle: Beloved Child: John gives us three clear markers 

as developmental targets for this cycle. 

• First, our sins have been forgiven through faith in Christ. 

This removes every last barrier blocking our freedom to 

live in God’s acceptance/affirmation. 

• Second, the way is now open wide to experience our 

Father’s heart and initiating first-love as we now belong 

forever in the Family of God. 

• Third, on account of Jesus, we grow in competence to do 

God-Assignments as we partner with Him in His 
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unsearchable riches on His epic adventure of faith in the 

Kingdom of God.  

The Apostle John sketches out in his first growth cycle a 

three-fold description, the ABC’s of value and worth for God’s 

“beloved child” (Acceptance, Belonging, Competence). If you 

still struggle with residue from guilt or shame, condemnation or 

judgment, cycle back to a “beloved child.” If you ae not yet in a 

regular small group centered on engaging in and doing God’s 

Word with others in an open, properly vulnerable group, cycle 

back. If you do not see yourself fully outfitted to partner with 

Jesus in His adventure, cycle back. I wrote Times of Refreshing to 

deepen this first cycle.1 

I wrote a devotional, Times of Refreshing,2 to focus 

specifically on these ABC’s of identity for value and worth. If 

these three are not solidly laid as a foundation, I highly 

recommend reading this now. 

Second Cycle: Spiritual Warrior: John again provides three 

even clearer markers as developmental targets for this cycle. 

• First, relies for our strength on Jesus Christ (“because 

you are strong,” compare Ephesians 6:10). We have the 

authority and strength of Christ as we abide in Him. As 

with Jesus, we use our strength to build and to battle for 

others. Our strength is to be given away to others, not 

hoarded for self-indulgence. 

• Second, chooses God’s Word as our authority for life 

and ministry (“the word of God lives in you”). Since we 

are under the Lordship of Christ, we get directions from 

our Master. Begin with the non-negotiable essentials (the 

relational Trinity, the Fall of humanity, the incarnation, 

Jesus and the cross/resurrection historical event as the 

only way back to the Father, a high view of rescued and 

restored image-bearers by faith in Jesus Christ, the eternal 

lostness of those without Christ, among others you will 

also discover). These come primarily, but not exclusively 

from Scripture. 
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• Third, overcomes evil as a pattern in our lives (“you have 

overcome the evil one”). 

If you are not yet aware of how strong you are in Christ, or 

you often use your strength to build and battle for your own 

agenda, cycle back to this second cycle. If little time in God’s 

Word, actively bringing God’s truth to encounter life, cycle back. 

If you still struggle with spiritual fortresses from your past, 

whether your upbringing or tragic events life has dealt you, cycle 

back. This footnote points to some resources.3 

Third Cycle: Dad of Teens/Grandpa: John describes each of 

the first two spiritual developmental 

cycles with three clear markers. Not so 

this cycle! So cryptic. So indefinite 

(“Him who…” rather than specifically 

Jesus or our “Father” like with a 

“beloved child”). So vast in is sweeping 

grandeur (“Him who is from the 

beginning”). So inadequate for an inquisitive mind that wants 

everything spelled out in detail, like me.  

If you have raised and released teenagers, you have a taste of 

this stage. At least if my experience is somewhat normal. In the 

midst of their teen years, I realized that we as parents needed to 

change, a more flexible mindset. That’s what I mean by a Teen-

Dad (or mom). One who has raised and released teenagers. 

Similarly, as a grandpa (our fourteen call me Poppo), the process 

forces a change in mindset to connect. 

I’m in the process of writing a book to explore together what 

John so cryptically pointed us to. Look for it on my website. 

Journey into Freedom in Christ explores together as a dialog what 

John so cryptically pointed us to in the third cycle of spiritual 

development. Since this is spiritual, the perspectives of this cycle 

are available at least as a foretaste to every follower of Jesus, 

even now where we are. 
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Since the Christian life is progressive, though, each cycle 

builds upon the previous one. It all matters, even the difficult and 

hard times. Lay the essentials of each cycle well. 

As we grow spiritually, we also experience certain aspects of 

all three cycles simultaneously. Understand the 1st cycle from the 

wider perspective of the later cycles.  

For instance, leaders may challenge a new Christian to 

“warrior” responses immediately, before the newbie learns to be 

a “beloved child.” In the midst of the thrill of building and 

battling, they may neglect this 1st cycle as a “beloved child” even 

while successfully doing “warrior” things for a time. I have met 

many a “warrior-king” with an underdeveloped 1st cycle life. The 

answer is to cycle back and intentionally renew this first cycle.4 

Expect periodic foretastes of later cycles, even in the 1st cycle 

when you are not yet consistently living in the later cycle. As I 

write, I remember foretastes in the first months of my Christian 

life from what I now see as the 3rd cycle of a spiritual 

“father/grandpa.” I did not sustain the foretaste. Yet it gave me a 

longing to push through to “more” of Jesus when I worked 

through my foolish belief that the foretaste was presently where I 

dwelt. 

This process is also recursive. This niche word means that the 

experience from a later cycle also pivots back, changing how we 

see and value experiences in previous cycles. For instance, we 

don’t grow out of a “beloved child,” never to return. Every future 

experience should impact me as a “beloved child.” 

So, each subsequent event in any cycle provides additional 

light and depth to earlier experiences as our current experience 

circles back. Webster states that this is a process that can 

“continue forever.” This fits our journey. Jesus calls each 

follower to a lifelong journey, adjusting and adapting, morphing 

and renewing on the way. 

God calls us to be lifelong life-learners and life-doers so let’s 

not settle. At times in our life, we may need to simply “stand” for 

a time without advancing (Ephesians 6:11+13+14). In any battle 
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when the enemy attacks, the army normally withstands the initial 

onslaught before counterattacking.  

Make room in your theology for attack/counterattack. 

Each cycle requires, builds upon, and develops the others. The 

glory of the Good News is that I do not need to be the same 

tomorrow as I was yesterday. We grow as lifelong life-learners as 

we behold Christ and abide in Him. The Spirit then transforms us 

into ever increasing maturity in each cycle as we experience 

LifeChange. “We become what we behold.” 

But we all, with unveiled faces, looking as in a mirror at 

the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the 

same image from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, 

the Spirit (2 Corinthians 3:18, NASB). 

Please don’t approach this as an ironclad mold to force our 

lives into. God calls us on a way. Not a formula, not simply 

dogma. It’s a process centered around relationship with our 

Family-of-Three and our local faith-community on a pathway of 

incremental growth.  

Each cycle has its unique lessons of the trail to be learned and 

challenges to overcome as we follow hard after Jesus. Each cycle 

can also be cut short or stalled, leaving our inner person 

underdeveloped, like a Bonsai Tree with a stunted root structure. 

This has profound implications for our understanding of spiritual 

development, and how God works in various seasons of life. 

You are the gatekeeper of your own heart. So, you will need 

to evaluate and discern personally for yourself how much of what 

I have written is unique to my own experience and where 

Scriptural truth lies with its wider application. Read as an active 

learner and doer. Don’t be satisfied to nod in agreement or shake 

your head in disagreement.  

Make this personal in your life. 



  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

2. Full & Final Forgiveness 

The first of the two words used in this 1st cycle is a young 

child, ones who need both unconditional love and conditional love 

that sets healthy boundaries. This provides a safe space in which 

children learn by playing. This reminds us to rediscover life in 

Christ as a joyful, playful, spontaneous adventure.  

The second word is akin to our “teen” or “tweener.” I told 

our teens that their teen years are a wonderful, strange mix. In one 

sense, they are fully a child and fully an adult at the same time, 

bubbling out in strange ways. They are moving from the self-

centered “feed me” focus of a child to the “serve others” focus of 

an adult as they begin to find their own way in their search for 

identity.  

If this solid foundation of a “beloved child” is not integrated 

into our spirituality, we will be stuck under bondage to our past. 

Through faith in Christ, our Family-of-Three, Father, Son and 

Spirit, gifts us all we need. His first gift is forgiveness. 

1. Full and Final Forgiveness 

Accepted/Affirmed/Appreciated;  

(“your sins have been forgiven”) 

In [Christ] we have redemption through his blood, the 

forgiveness of sins, in accordance with the riches of 

God's grace that he lavished on us (Ephesians 1:7-8a).  

Think on one bad thing you have done in the past (but just for 

a few seconds!). Now through the window of this specific event or 

pattern, soak in the words Paul uses to convey how completely 
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and thoroughly God has forgiven you in Christ. “Riches.” 

“Grace, God’s undeserved love inaction towards us” “Lavished.” 

Forgiveness is remedial, removing all that stands in the way 

of relationship with the Father. Nothing remains on God’s side. 

Our debt for all sin and its accompaniments, all condemnation 

with all guilt and all shame have been paid in full. Yes, it seems 

to good to be true. That’s why this is called the Good News. 

Both guilt and shame came because of separation from God’s 

presence in Genesis 3 when Eve and Adam went rogue and 

sinned. In Christ, we are restored to full relationship forever, no 

longer separated. As a result, our guilt (for what we do) and 

shame (for who we are) have been made as white as snow through 

the blood of Christ. No legitimate basis remains for a Christian for 

guilt and shame because the separation is gone forever.1 

The hard things that used to keep us from God, the bad things 

we were ashamed of, Jesus removed all these barriers through 

faith in Christ. We must trust the sufficiency of the completed 

work of Christ at Calvary’s cross to do its work in us. If we 

continue to focus on these, we only strengthen their hold on us.  

God designed us as worshipers so we became more like 

whatever we set our hearts on (our will with its choices, our mind 

with its thinking and our affections with its feelings and 

emotions). 

And we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate [or 

footnote: reflect on] the Lord’s glory, are being 

transformed into his image with ever-increasing glory, 

which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit 

After the Fall in Genesis 3, this capacity remained. Although 

now it cuts both way. We can use this capacity for positive change 

by setting our hearts on Jesus and His provision (Colossians 3:1-2; 

Philippians 4:8). Or we can use it to strengthen the pull of our 

own life by focusing on that? 

When temptation hits, which response is more likely in your 

life? “There I go again sinning up a storm even though I hate it. 

I’ll never change!” Or “Thank you, Jesus, that you even made full 
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provision for this repeated sin that I hate! Now fill me with…” 

and add what needs to be exchanged for the sinful behavior so 

there’s no room for it. For instance, if impatience, ask to be filled 

with patience. If anger, for gentleness and love. If depression, 

Jesus’ joy. 

The Father showered His love onto the whole world. He sent 

Jesus to take on Himself our sins and the accompanying guilt and 

shame, judgment and condemnation for all who believe. The debt 

has been paid in full. The blood of Christ shed on the cross 

cleanses us from all unrighteousness. This is part of the “package 

deal” we received through faith in Christ the instant we came to 

Christ, now and forever.  

Our world today is overcome by the plague of guilt (for what 

we did) and shame (for who we are). This wide, Biblical view of 

forgiveness is the only true antidote. With the barriers removed, 

we then receive His experienced light and love and life the instant 

we open our lives to Him, yielding our all to the Father, Son and 

Spirit. At the moment of personal faith in Christ, we are now fully 

accepted and affirmed and appreciated by our Family-of-Three. 

Everything that had blocked acceptance has been removed as an 

unearned gift.  

Faith in the work of Christ shatters the locks on the door into 

the Father’s presence. He invites us to rush into His presence and 

bounce on His knee in His throne room any time we wish.  

Let’s look at Ephesians 1:7-8a. Some of these words may 

sound difficult. The experience, however, is life-changing! God 

pushes against the limitations of language to explain how fully 

forgiven we are. It’s crucial that we “get it.” So, what is Paul’s 

certain solution?2 

“Redeemed, bought back out of slavery.” “Forgiven, debt 

paid in full.” Paul uses words like “riches” and “grace” and 

“lavished” in his attempt to convey a bit of the infusion of God’s 

abundant first-love through redemption and forgiveness. Every 

last barrier to acceptance and affirmation from God has been 
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shattered through faith in Christ. None remain, except our choice 

to remain outside. 

This is our identity through faith in Christ. This is not 

something we work toward or simply hope for. God truly sees us 

this way. God makes us worthy because worthiness always flows 

from His presence, “accepted in Christ” (Romans 15:7).  

In Jesus our Lord, this free and full forgiveness delivers us 

from the downward spiral of sin. It shatters our default to a 

poverty mentality based on shame and guilt. That is, when we 

believe what God promises.3 We now have what it takes, returning 

to our true home in God. 

Be real. We owed God an unpayable debt for the sins we 

committed against Him. Christ has taken each one of these upon 

Himself (“Himself for me”), along with all our guilt and 

shame…past, present, and future.4 We were born spiritually dead, 

separated from God. In exchange, Jesus has gifted us a new, 

cleansed life with a new identity, “beloved child.” While dying on 

the cross, Jesus Himself cried out… 

“It is finished” (John 19:30). 

“Finished” is a commercial term meaning that the last 

payment on a demand note has been paid in full. What we earn for 

our sin against God is death. Death is separation. Spiritual death is 

spiritual separation. This is a debt we could never repay. 

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and 

only Son  (John 3:16, emphasis). 

If we are unaware of our need, we will not accept God’s 

solution. This was the main purpose of the law in the Old 

Testament (OT), to expose sin. Now stamp “Paid in Full” over all 

our past, present and future transgressions. Burn your “mortgage” 

from the debt of your sins.  

We are free indeed!  

This season as a “beloved child” is the time to soak in His 

unconditional acceptance, knowing how very much our Father 

delights in us. Then we are able to give away this acceptance to 
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others in a secondary way (Romans 15:7). As Gods’ people, 

embrace the Reality that we are fully accepted by our Family-of-

Three. We are both beloved and also very much in process. All 

this brings our Community-God the praise He deserves. 

Now when we sin again (and we will), we can face our sin 

squarely and confess. Say the same thing about your sin as God 

says, “I’m sorry. That was awful. It hurts you, Lord, and others, 

and diminishes me. I don’t want to do it again.” Be honest and 

authentic with God. Lean into God with “godly sorrow” for what 

we did, yet without guilt or shame (2 Corinthians 7:10-11).  

Jesus is “the Lamb slain before the foundations of the world.” 

The Father forgave us through Jesus’ death on the cross two 

thousand years ago, before we confessed or repented. Now when 

we sin, God’s full provision has already been pre-paid in full. 

Have you fully embraced that every single sin for each of God’s 

people is now forgiven, including all yours?  

Now, when others sin against you (and they will), “forgive 

others as Christ forgave you” (Colossians 3:13b). 

If we have fully embraced God’s forgiveness for ourselves for 

being imperfect and falling, now we can forgive just about 

everyone else. If we have not embraced forgiveness for ourselves, 

we are likely to pass along to others our self-judgment, shame and 

futility. Do you still wonder if God could ever forgive you?  

Jesus touched and healed anybody who desired and asked for 

it. No other prerequisites. Check it out yourself in the Gospels if 

you question me. As one illustration, after all her accusers had 

slinked away, Jesus asked the woman caught in adultery, “Who 

condemns you?” She replied that all those who had condemned 

her have left. Jesus does not condemn her either (John 8:11). 

Jesus did not minimize the sinfulness of what she did. Yet He 

also did not condemn her with either guilt or shame. They are the 

enemy’s deceitful realm. Like a groom head-over-heals in love 

with his bride, we are fully accepted in Jesus Christ. We 

experience the ABC’s of God’s unchanging gift of identity.  
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Nothing now needs to block our free and bold access to our 

Father’s presence. What happens though if our life is not firmly 

grounded on this rock-solid assurance of full forgiveness?  

If we fail to embrace God’s forgiveness, we develop coping 

devices to block out pain and gain a bit of acceptance and 

significance. We will live a yo-yo life of sin/confess and forfeit 

much of what God has graciously promised us. 



  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

3. We Belong…Forever! 

Our elaborate defense mechanisms temporarily block out 

some pain so we gain a bit of fragile, second-hand acceptance and 

significance. But the cost is too high because they prevent us from 

living in full acceptance in the Father, Son and Spirit. Our growth 

gets stuck as these false strategies to secure counterfeit life block 

the channels of authentic life. 

Satan’s schemes are always like this.  

We attempt to use people and things to gain worth to meet 

what we erroneously feel we lack. Such counterfeits will never 

satisfy our deep inner thirst for free access to our Father through 

relational intimacy. It’s not enough just to simply “let the past 

go.”  

Painful past events must be replaced with life so that we 

experience the promised freedom and times of refreshing from the 

Lord.1 Forgiveness breaks off both pendulum swings, both a 

poverty mentality (“I’m not enough” “I’m not able”). And also 

the false bravado of self-confident individualism (the “can do” 

bravado).  

2. Our Father Frees His Beloved Child  

into His Care; Belonging:2  

(We “know the Father”) 

Our Family-of-Three has already removed all the barriers 

through faith in Christ so we may come home. He also draws us in 

close to Himself (belonging). God created us for relationship and 

restores relationship in Jesus Christ once for all time.  
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In him and through faith in him we may approach God 

with freedom and confidence (Ephesians 3:12). 

“In Christ,” God initiated to connect us together with Him in 

His Forever Family. He chose to create us, to make us new in 

Christ, to adopt us into His Family, and to reveal Himself to us. 

It’s His immense pleasure because He enjoys hanging out with us 

(Ephesians 1:5).  

Back to the Beginning 

In Genesis 1 and 2, God fashioned humanity in the safe home 

of God’s surrounding Family-love. Home was walking in 

relational care and provision with God in the Garden in the cool of 

the day. Such intimacy frees us from restrained responses to 

relationship with God and with each other.  

At the birth of each of our four children, each immediately 

connected into our existing family, adding their special spice to 

our already relating family. A gravitational pull towards family 

and community is hardwired into the child.  

Doesn’t it make sense that God would implant within us a 

desire for what we desperately need? Loneliness is so devastating 

because home is a deep-down, God-given longing within. When 

we live separated, this homesick longing draws us home. 

In Genesis 3, our ancestors aligned themselves instead with 

Satan, a deliberate choice to go rogue and unintentionally enter 

bondage. Humanity then became lonely wanderers from our true 

home in God’s presence. All became separated from God and 

from one another by our sin, and its accompaniments, guilt and 

shame. Full forgiveness through faith in Christ is the only way to 

remove all the barriers in order to restore relationship and bring us 

back home.  

Today it seems to be popular for Christians to subtly take on 

some “wound” as their counterfeit identity. “I’m just broken!” 

For instance, the popular starting point for men is our “father-

wound” (although women, too). As an example, one well-known 

Christian men’s writer states that most men feel sentenced by their 
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fathers.3 How sad when the Good News shouts “I don’t have to be 

tomorrow what I was yesterday.” Our past no longer needs to be a 

ball-&-chain determining my future.  

This “father wound” takes many forms, from absent or 

emotionally unavailable, to overly demanding or even abusive. 

You may have heard that how our physical father treated a person 

limits how much they can embrace our heavenly Father’s love.  

This just is not true! 

Thankfully, early on my Christian journey I realized I have a 

choice. My Father-figure does not need to come from my earthly 

dad. Embracing my true Father-figure broke off the old orphan-

mentality in time. 

Since there is only one true Father-figure, I advise you to fire 

your dad from the “job” he usurped as your true Father-figure (or 

any other substitute father-figure). Then replace this flawed 

father-figure with the one and only true Father-figure, God the 

Father. He is the only perfect Father (Matthew 5:48). Even 

children with a sad or abusive childhood still long for home, yet 

only experience it if they embrace God the Father. 

Now embrace your father for who he is…dad only. Forgive as 

necessary and accept him warts and all in his imperfections. This 

will require the hard work of unilaterally forgiving him for how he 

treated you in order to free you from past experiences.4 The 

results though are well worth the effort. If our identity still comes 

from people or performance or merit-badge thinking or religious 

works, we are a fragile lot indeed.  

I certainly don’t deny past wounds because we live in a fallen 

world since Genesis 3. Wounds occur in our fractured world. God 

has also provided all that is needed to heal each wound. Even 

beyond healing, Jesus transforms this area into a power-point in 

us. 

God designed humanity as worshipers to “become what we 

behold.” So let’s choose to behold truth in Scripture as our true 

identity, not any of the many wounds we all accumulate in life. 

Walk in the freedom God has given you, forgiving you and calling 
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you to forgive others. Wounds will come. However, have we 

learned to acknowledge and process them so we “bounce well” 

from them?  

The Good News trumpets: “we are not what others have done 

to us.” The Lord Jesus Christ died in our place on the cross, as our 

substitute, His life for ours. He took once for all time all the 

punishment for every one of your sins and mine. His history is 

now our history. He removed forever all ground for guilt/shame 

and condemnation from my past separation, bringing my toxic 

waste to the cross. Forgiveness restores our original Eden open 

access into the Father’s presence.  

Any other view of our good God is a false image.  

Yet evidence of unforgiveness, and the accompanying 

diminished belonging, lies strewn all around us. If we have fully 

embraced God’s forgiveness for us, we can now forgive just about 

everyone else. If we have not embraced our forgiveness, we are 

likely to project on others our own self-judgment and pain.  

Have you fully embraced your own forgiveness? Do you 

believe God here (Romans 8:34) or our accusing enemy 

(Revelation 12:10)? 

It’s our caring Father’s good pleasure to gladly adopt us into 

His forever Family. He takes us by the hand to lead us into His 

Family to experience the wonder of belonging, perhaps for the 

first time. We are now His sons (Romans 8:15)…forever. Do our 

hearts soar in faith when we think on this or sink in doubt? 

“The living God is a relationship, a community, a Trinity. 

And this God draws near to us to draw us near to himself 

within the circle of his knowing and loving of himself.”  

Perhaps this is still tough for you to hear. If so, perhaps first 

learn more about your heavenly Father through double-negatives. 

“My caring Father will never, ever…” 

• …neglect or reject me;  

• …abandon or ignore me; 

• …control or abuse me; 

• …be absent, push me aside or withhold from me. 
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Do you know Jesus personally through faith in Him? Then our 

Father is not able to do any of these. NEVER! EVER!5 

God the Father chose to fashion and re-create each and every 

one of His people to abide in this divine interconnectedness. Of 

course, not by any works we do, but as a gracious gift (Ephesians 

2:8-9). The incarnation (God becoming fully man) is our model 

for humanity. So, the empowering words the Father spoke over 

His Son at His baptism prior to any public ministry are just as true 

of you by faith in Christ.  

“You are my son, whom I love;  

with you I am well-pleased” (Mark 1:11). 

“Sonship.” “Loved.” “Well-pleased.” The Father, Son and 

Spirit adopted us into His Family and made us co-heirs with 

Christ. The Father now sees us like this…and it’s authentic. Our 

true Father is good at the core of His being towards you and me.  

“I love you, My Son and My daughter. I’m well pleased with 

you!”  

And this is also how our good Father sees each of us as His 

beloved child (Ephesians 1:5). Our Father can only do good, 

despite the questions our feelings raise at times (James 1:16-18).  

“What about when I blow it?”  

If it were possible, our Father would love us even more!  

Nothing can stop His love, although love means He will take 

us behind the woodshed and apply the board of education to our 

seat of learning. This shows how very much He loves us as 

children (Hebrews 12:5-11). Much of our society has forgotten 

how important loving discipline is to raise children to maturity. 
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4. Daughter & Son Relationships 

Talk about freedom!  

Have you watched a young child with a good, earthly father? 

The child is free as a bird in his/her father’s presence.  

In a similar and much higher way, our Father fully welcomes 

us into a joyful freedom in the Family of God, our true, original 

dwelling place. He takes us by the hand and leads us into His 

forever Family.  

With His loving eyes, God fastens His gaze on you, lovingly 

on each of us individually. He honestly whispers: “You are my 

favorite.”1 We are prized as the apple of His eye, lovable as His 

beloved child, lovely in His sight. God imbeds His love deeply 

into our hearts. We are no longer orphans but belong…forever! 

“I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you” 

(John 14:18). 

We can rely on Him when everyone else walks out on us. If 

we don’t trust that our caring heavenly Father has our very best on 

His heart, even in our darkest moments, we will shy away from 

His presence.  

“Jesus, I hear you singing love-songs over me (Zechariah 

3:17). You call my name, the sweetest voice in the universe.”  

If you have any other picture in your mind of God, begin with 

Zephaniah 3:17 to renew your mind. This invaluable, five-faceted 

gem describes how the LORD our God sees you.  
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“The LORD your God is with you,  

he is mighty to save.  

He will take great delight in you,  

he will quiet you with his love, 

he will rejoice over you with singing”  

     (Zephaniah 3:17). 

An inner spiritual homesickness draws God’s people to finally 

return home, to our true home, infused by our Father’s love. You 

were born to be loved by your heavenly Father! Doesn’t it make 

sense that our heavenly Father would design us with such a desire 

for what He already yearns to give us?  

Studies show that people without a father are often adrift, feel 

alone and abandoned. Jesus Christ comes to fill that void by 

leading you by the hand to our caring Father. Resting in His 

presence is our true home. 

Christianity begins and ends with relationship. First upward to 

God and also outward to people. We yearn for connectedness. We 

are born into an unsafe environment of disconnection since 

Genesis 3. No wonder aloneness is so devastating.2  

Relationship 

Jesus conveyed this intimate relationship graphically through 

the word-picture of a Vine and its branches. How close does a 

branch need to be to a vine for fruitfulness? I like The Message’s 

mini-commentary. 

“I am the Real Vine and my Father is the Farmer [and] 

you are the branches. When you’re joined with me and 

I with you, the relation intimate and organic, the harvest 

is sure to be abundant. Separated, you can’t produce a 

thing” (John 15:1:5, The Message). 

Jesus goes on by giving us His personal experience of His 

Father’s love, and how His love impacts us. 
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“I’ve loved you the way my Father has loved me.  

Make yourselves at home in my love. If you keep my 

commands, you’ll remain intimately at home in my 

love.” (John 15:9-10 The Message). 

Jesus whispers to our hearts. “I see you!” “You are noticed, 

adored by Your Father, even like the Father noticed Me.” “You 

matter to Your Father.” “You are prized as His new Family.”  

The old is gone; the new is here (2 Corinthians 5:17), even 

though we are still very much still in-process.3 Have you gotten in 

touch yet with the “incomparable riches of His grace expressed in 

His kindness to us in Christ Jesus” (Ephesians 2:7)? His practical 

expressions of kindness take our breath away.  

Because our Father is generous at His core, the bias of our life 

is stacked for us! If you think you have little to give, let the Father 

whisper to you: “My beloved child, I’m really good working with 

nothing. I began with nothing.” How very much the Father loves 

us, beyond our ability to fully comprehend. From start to finish, 

Christianity is about relationship. 

How great is the love the Father has lavished on us, 

that we should be called children of God! And that is 

what we are! (1 John 3:1a). 

Yes, you hold a special place in the heart of our infinite 

Father, a place no one and nothing else can rival. The deep care 

our heavenly Father possesses for each of His beloved children 

keeps us safe and secure in His arms. If you have painted any 

other portrait of a father-figure in your mind or affections, paint 

over it with our heavenly Father as our true Father-figure.  

Begin with this absolute, unswerving assurance of our 

Father’s willing choice to accept us and place us in the circle of 

His loving relationship. He will never leave us. If this base is 

shaky, we usually make the mistake of turning our lives into a 

worthiness contest of some sort in our futile attempt to earn our 

belongingness, often with religious achievement.  

It’s normal for a small child to completely trust a father’s 

provision and protection. Hand-in-hand, a small child even 
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fearlessly braves a busy intersection, as long as her/his father 

tightly holds hands. Deepen trust. This frees us to ask questions 

again to grow rapidly like a joyful two-year old. You are the son, 

“…of a kind, strong, and engaged Father, a Father wise 

enough to guide you in the Way, generous enough to 

provide for your [transformational] journey, offering to 

walk with you every step....He called you to himself—

perhaps is calling you even now—to come home to him 

through faith in Christ.”4 

Yes, we are free indeed!  

Ironically, our vast freedom needs limiting situations and 

boundaries for healthy growth. A “beloved child” must 

experience unconditional love along with very conditional and 

demanding love as relational boundaries when we choose harmful 

actions.  

Look at good human parents, a pale reflection of our heavenly 

Father. We unconditionally love our child, regardless of what they 

do. However, we must love their behavior conditionally, setting 

appropriate boundaries and discipling them when they violate 

those boundaries. Otherwise, our beloved child struggles to grow 

strong. Necessary boundaries keep the child safe and growing. 

Today many Christians seem to look on such structure negatively. 

However, early-on children need a large measure of order and 

predictability, consistency and coherence to develop habits to 

grow well. Later as they grow as teens, discipline shifts from more 

outward to more inward. This creative tension between space and 

freedom is necessary for spiritual health and growth.  

When you struggle, do you default to a caricature of a harsh 

father?  

Nothing could be farther from the truth!  

Out of God’s compassionate care, He disciplines us as His 

beloved children in His Family for our highest and best, even 

though it’s painful for a time (Hebrews 12:7-8). To fulfill His 

plans for our lives, develop a healthy theology of pain and 

suffering.  
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Paul taught his newbies enough about God’s strategy for 

growth in the first three weeks, so they were not surprised when 

suffering came.5 Good mentors show us how to fall so we learn 

from falling to “bounce well.” 

“My son, do not make light of the Lord’s discipline, and 

do not lose heart when he rebukes you, because 

    the Lord disciplines the one he loves, and 

    he chastens everyone he accepts as his son” 

         (Hebrews 12:5b-6, emphasis). 

Perhaps no story more strongly reflects this lavish, initiating 

first-love of the Father than the parable of the “running father.” 

You will find this in Luke 15:11-32 when you have time to read it.  

Our amazing Father initiates with His first-love, like a father 

loving his favorite son. He loves you with the same love with 

which He loves His Son, Jesus. Really (John 17:26)! He restores 

us into the likeness of His Son. He brings the striking beauty and 

bounty of the Garden of Eden forward for us to experience again 

as His child, plus more, much more. The Trinity, Father, Son and 

Spirit is our only true home. 

We love because [God] first loved us (1 John 4:19). 

Like physical parents care for newborns, the care must be up-

close-and-personal, not an orphanage environment. If we derive 

our primary sense of identity from our Family-of-Three, then 

secondary relationships in the local church our in place where 

they can be healthy.  

If we fail to experience our Father’s outpoured love, we will 

seek to find it elsewhere. We then become like a tic on a dog, 

sucking life out of those around us.  

How are you doing here?  
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5. Competent Servant-Explorers 

It began in the Garden as God designed His image-bearers as 

explorers. God doesn’t like to work alone. So, when God placed 

Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, He sent them on a daring 

adventure with Him into uncharted territory to discover and 

subdue the mysteries of His Garden.  

God’s universe came alive for them as they explored its 

wonders and embraced the daring adventure. They grew in 

competence, a force to be reckoned with.  

3. Jesus Calls us to Join His Epic Adventure 

Competence to fulfill His call by serving:  

(“for His name’s sake”) 

Jesus is the great Explorer, the “Second Man.” That is, He is 

the first completely human being since Adam fell in Genesis 3 (1 

Corinthians 15:47). Moms and dads in a family have the 

responsibility to develop and mature their children.  

Recently on my walk, I was reflecting on raising and releasing 

children to competently engage the world as followers of Jesus. I 

thought over some later teens and young adults that seemed to be 

doing it well. Each one had been taught to serve others from a 

fairly young age. Serving is its own reward. We don’t serve to 

receive (although we do receive as a by-product. We give in order 

to get more to give away. Our generous, giving God designed us 

in His image. Jesus came to serve, not be served (Matt. 20:26-28). 

This prepares them for an intentional life as an adult, doing 

good in the world hand-in-hand with the Spirit and the local 
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expression of the Family of God. The Family of God also 

prepares His children for life, to partner in the “Family Business” 

of mission and DiscipleMaking.  

Have you recently been around a baby just learning to crawl?  

The child adventurously explores her/his world, putting 

everything into its mouth. Do you still remember how often they 

“fail” to crawl and collapse to the floor? Teaching them to 

“bounce well” is crucial. They will fall. Progress occurs as they 

learn to quickly recover and jump in again to gradually learn new 

skills?  

Unfortunately, since the Fall, children behave with a self-

centered “me first,” “mine” focus. This is OK at first, a point of 

contact with the Father’s faithful provision. The local church 

though trains young Christians to grow through initial “my needs” 

focus to a “helping others” focus or they become Christian 

consumers. Developing competence through short adventurettes 

realigns their inner spiritual compass with their creation design. 

These experiences then lay the foundation to partner with our 

Team-of-Three in the more difficult and complex lifelong 

adventure to which our King calls us in future cycles.  

God fashioned each of us to grow strong in order to serve 

others with our strength. We do not work for God’s favor, but 

from His favor. We grow through the doing of Scripture, not 

primarily the study (although study is necessary preparation). 

Don’t settle.  

Risk-take to “do” the Word (which always includes “mistake-

making”). The risk though is not if God will back what He calls us 

to; it’s if we heard His heart correctly. NT “hearing God’s heart” 

is always incomplete. We know in part and see as in a mirror with 

dim light so we stay humble on our journey (1 Corinthians 13:9).  

Do you still remember the rapid learning and development in 

two-year olds?  

Rapid growth is normal for new believers…if our spiritual 

models don’t block us from this adventure with their fear of 
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failure. Spiritual “moms & pops,” model what Jesus did in the 

Gospels while on earth. Risk-taking to break out of settling.  

Young believers need someone to take them along and show 

them the Christian life. Believers experience the beginnings of 

spiritual competence by stretching in Jesus’ authority beyond 

perceived limitations. 

So, why risk? 

Because we all live in a war-torn country where an invader 

usurped our homeland in Genesis 3.  

We are the Family of God at war. And God is building His 

Kingdom army. So, we teach all the basics of any family in this 

first spiritual cycle. Character and integrity, kindness and loving 

compassion, boldness and courage, generosity and humility, how 

to brush our teeth and pick up our room (the spiritual equivalents).  

Additionally, both male and female are conscripted into a 

spiritual “universal military service” since we all live in a war 

zone. Willingly embrace joining the Kingdom army as we each 

grasp God’s vision for the crusade. Don’t wait! Your growth is 

dependent on passing along what little you now know. Look at the 

3-week old believers in 1 Thessalonians 1:7-10 for how normal 

Christians respond and grow more confident in their competence.  

We are battling for our homeland, for freedom and for peace. 

The King of kings recovers His territory as He partners with 

His Kingdom army to explore the unknown on His epic adventure. 

This draws out in us the beginnings of risk-taking with mistake-

making. This adaptability and ingenuity flow out of complete trust 

in our team-of-Three to explore both internal and external change.  

In this 1st cycle of growth, we begin to ask questions and to 

wonder. This lays the seed to become powerful “servant-

warriors” in God’s Kingdom army (2nd cycle).  

Creatively explore the boundaries of Scriptural possibilities in 

your life. Do this now while still under the watchful eye of 

spiritual “moms & pops,” who come alongside to guide. Jesus 

gives us both power (the ability) and authority (the right) to serve 
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others.1 Risk with ingenuity by learning to generously give away 

what you have received. Stretch creatively.  

In this cycle, dip in and taste a wide variety of different 

ministries. Begin to identify where your passion lies. Don’t stay 

too long in any one for now or dive in too deeply. Sample now.2 

After laying a foundation on the certainty of our Father’s full 

forgiveness and loving care, step beyond the confines of what we 

feel we can control or even enjoy at this time. It’s a kick for me to 

watch my younger grandchildren explore, uninhibited whether 

they succeed or “fail.” Develop an environment with “high 

learning, no shame.” This encourages each to step out…even if a 

bit terrified! Some ways God stretches can be a bit daunting. 

Cooperate with Him. 

Some studies show the three most widespread fears in society 

are shame, disconnectedness and a belief that the world is not 

safe. Forgiveness and our Father’s love in adopting us into the 

Family of God, experiencing His freedom, and generously 

passing it along are the antidote to the first two.  

Regarding safety, we must face this squarely. The world is 

fallen and is now unsafe (I Jn 2:15-17). No single person or group 

is guaranteed to be completely safe. We must find our safety first 

and foremost in Jesus. No matter what comes, Jesus is completely 

safe. C.S. Lewis writes in the Chronicles of Narnia that Aslan (a 

picture of Jesus) is not tame. Jesus, however, is completely safe. 

Did you catch the significant difference?  

Jesus is not tame, someone to be bent to our comforts and 

convenience. However, no place on earth is safer then walking in 

God’s will. Although I don’t always feel safe, I am secure in His 

arms.  

When God stretches me, it often feels like “too much,” even 

though it’s not (1 Corinthians 10:13). Embrace with daring what 

feels like danger and at times may raise fear and bring bruises. Yet 

still operate within the spiritual DNA modeled by Jesus.  

So, what do we do in ministry?  
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Begin by treating others like Jesus does (Matthew 7:12; John 

13:34-35). He is our model, who characterizes His heart as gentle 

and humble (Matthew 11:29). Saturate your thinking with the 

Gospels. Embrace all that Jesus did as your own potential ministry 

(except His death to pay for our sins, which only Jesus could do). 

Everything else Jesus did is possible for His people.  

“I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do 

what I have been doing…because I am going to the 

father” (Jesus in John 14:12). 

“Do what I did,” says Jesus. And the most fundamental thing 

Jesus did was to abide in incredible freedom in His Father’s 

presence. Soak in Scriptures. Yearn for daily time with our Father 

in prayer. Walk in this world like Jesus. Treat others like Jesus 

treated people. Share our Father with others by word and works.  

Soak in these Realities for years to deepen them.  

Revisit often since this lays our foundation for the other two 

cycles. So, keep cycling back to strengthen our “beloved child” 

responses from our broader view later on our journey. Write these 

lessons on our heart so we can carry its treasures into our next 

season on our journey. Don’t allow this initial cycle to be cut 

short, assaulted, unfinished or stolen in any way. Our enemy is a 

thief, liar and deceiver who has come to destroy. By contrast in 

John 10:10, Jesus says I have…. 

“…come that they may have life and have it to the full.” 

As we embrace this cycle, we emerge with a sense that we are 

ready to take a stand for who we are and whose we are and for 

what really matters to God and to us. We have learned a measure 

of competence and adequacy in Jesus Christ, receiving everything 

we need for life and for godliness.  

What a wonderful name, “Jesus,” the name above all other 

names!  

Jesus has captured our hearts and is revolutionizing our lives! 

Rightfully understood, Jesus is the most attractive person to ever 

walk this earth. Are you experiencing His life and love? In this 

cycle, saturate yourself long and leisurely in the Gospels.  
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Get to know Jesus as our best Friend, like an older brother. 

Jesus is immensely competent to build and to battle. As a 

“warrior” (the second cycle). He comes alongside us to train us 

to partner with Him on His epic adventure with His delegated 

authority (Matthew 28:18-20).  

Yet like any great trainer, He begins where we are on our 

journey. 

How well have you built this foundational first cycle into your 

spiritual life? 

If these arenas need shoring up, I would recommend my 

devotional called “Times of Refreshment” available on 

Amazon.Com. 



  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

6. Growing In & Beyond 

Some who have been Christians for many years, still languish 

in this “beloved child” cycle. These people either deny or are 

unaware that Jesus has “more” to draw out of us, if we risk with 

Him. Of course, the only risk is if we have heard correctly or 

added our agenda to His plan. Such Christians have a spiritual 

amnesia about who and whose they are and why they are here.  

Does this sound a bit strange?  

Some of us look back and know we didn’t have that 

opportunity for personal, ongoing mentoring. Don’t bemoan the 

fact. Learn to live without regrets. Begin where you are now (the 

only place you can ever begin from!) And learn to mentor others. 

You may have become aware that you are not yet well-

grounded spiritually. Don’t despair. Don’t beat yourself up. You 

are not the exception. Use this to motivate you to concentrate on 

building these into your life wherever you are now. I have written 

a book that focuses only on this section as a “beloved child” of 

our Father. It’s available on Amazon.Com with the title: Times of 

Refreshing, a 21-day Devotional.  

“We become What We Behold” 

Barriers to Growing In & Beyond  

The number one barrier to overcome stunted growth may be: 

not believing and embracing in our heart how forgiven we really 

are. This could come by studying truth without consistently 

responding and passing it along to others.1  
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Without embracing full forgiveness, our past holds us captive 

and limits us in the present. If we settle in unforgiveness, this 

spiritual laziness makes us rigid and often judgmental in how we 

see spirituality. Embrace your full forgiveness, ask forgiveness 

when you blow it, and forgive others quickly who sin against you, 

just as Christ forgave you. 

If we don’t embrace forgiveness, we default to our own set of 

practices and standards, perceiving our present experience as all 

there is. We feel like what we see is right because we have always 

viewed life and Christianity this way. Our past then becomes a 

skewed interpretive lens, limiting what God longs to do in us in 

the future. This rules-keeping for acceptance is not the NT way. 

A second barrier to growth is when a “beloved child” in the 

Family of God falsely persists in believing caricatures of how our 

tenderhearted Father sees us. Or perhaps they refuse to replace 

their physical father-figure with our True Father-figure. This 

distortion then functions as a “glass ceiling” severely crippling 

future growth, a real yet unseen barrier to growth.  

Third, if we don’t move into the more otherly, community 

oriented “serve others” focus, the rampant individualism of our 

society drives us to settle in Christian consumerism. This can 

degenerate into the “feed me” of a newborn, unless we progress 

spiritually. 

Unbelief and a self-referenced approach to life also lead to 

cuddling our sense of worthlessness and forfeiting our destiny. 

“It’s just too good to be true. If God really knew me, then…” is 

the preamble for self-loathing. Find a mature friend who will 

come alongside to build the essentials into your life and walk with 

you on these spiritual adventurettes. 

A fourth barrier: we get stuck in a self-absorbed or self-

referenced life, like tweener or a teen can at times. On one side, 

this first cycle is about a “beloved child” getting her/his needs 

met by our caring Father. Much of God’s presence is initially 

experienced in this cycle through the good gifts that the Father 

lavishes on us to meet our felt needs.  
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The crowd responded like this first cycle. When the crowd 

was hungry, Jesus fed them; needed teaching, He taught, sick or 

demonized, He healed. Confused, He gave a prophetic word. We 

get in touch with God’s presence as God meets our unmet 

needs…at first.  

To settle here is self-absorbed Christian consumerism.  

When I come regularly with my direct target to “get my needs 

met” or get a jolt of spiritual excitement, I have defined myself as 

stuck in this 1st cycle. This self-absorbed focus stunts my growth. 

We must break free. The third response above (Jesus’ call to join 

Him in His epic adventure) begins to refocus us beyond ourselves.  

A fifth barrier is failure to take enough time to reflect on our 

experience in this cycle. Although the full-orbed fruit of reflection 

belongs to the 3rd cycle, develop a foretaste now. Make a 

deliberate choice to reflect through Scripture on God and your 

responses “with one foot raised,” ready for action. This unites 

contemplative reflection with fruitful activity under the direction 

of the Spirit. I would encourage journaling, at least the highs and 

lows for now. This helps us become more aware of God’s 

footsteps in our lives. 

God would like His image-bearers to experience their full 

inheritance now. But it’s not possible. As children we are 

incapable of stewarding them well. What I’m advocating is simply 

how Jesus personally trained His Twelve, life-on-life, face-to-face 

so we learn to steward our inheritance. This world and our lives 

can now be the theatre for us to express His glory. He is here, 

near, always. 

This last barrier is a lack of discipline, self-control and 

resolve to make tough choices to grow prevents a “beloved child” 

from breaking free and growing. We have all seen this in the lives 

of some teens. The teen grows comfortable in receiving as a child. 

Now he/she wants to settle.  

Obedience is the key response to move beyond this cycle. The 

word picture behind obedience in 1 John 2:3-5 is that of a treasure 

hunter seeking valuable gold. “I yearn to obey because of the 
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great return.” Sweet surrender towards living wholeheartedly as 

all-in for Jesus is the only truly sane response.2 

Also, both Jesus and Paul taught their followers early-on a 

healthy view of pain and suffering and loss. Without a Biblical 

perspective, we will do all we can to shorten God’s work in the 

midst of hard times. We don’t seek trials, but when they come, 

lean in even closer to God and persevere until the trial has its full 

work (see James 1). God does not cause most trials, but He will 

use everyone of them for our good, if we allow Him (Rom. 8:28). 

One major difference between those who influence and those 

who plateau, or dropout, is “deliberate practice” under the eye of 

a competent friend.3 Many admire the level at which others 

operate spiritually yet are unwilling to put in the elbow grease 

necessary to get there themselves.  

We need those who are farther along than us to meet with us 

and speak into our lives. 

Are we willing to invest the time, hard work and grit 

necessary to grow personally under the watchful eye of a coach or 

trainer? For years, I had a set time, place and plan I spent in 

Scripture and prayer. This prepared me for the more spontaneous, 

on-the-go welcoming of God’s presence, living out Scripture and 

praying for those who came to mind. Spiritual disciplines in my 

set time (although flexible as needed) fueled and launched me into 

the spontaneous. Both/And.  

However, we limit our lives until “deliberate practice” forms 

our inner passions. This recalibrates our inner compass in the 

basics of giving, praying, and fasting (see Matthew 6:1-18), 

character and worship, response to Scripture and mission. 

It’s also fascinating!  

The good discipline in this cycle may also become a pathway 

to stagnation further along on our journey! After these good habits 

and powerful passions formed in my life, I needed to shift from 

the more formal to more spontaneity. If not, good practices would 

limit my vision of possibilities, stifling future growth. Good habits 

can easily degenerate into mere rules-keeping.  
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I remember when God exposed that my quiet time with Him 

(good as it was) could become something I subtly worshipped. 

The lie goes like this: “If I don’t get XX minutes in the Bible and 

prayer, my day will go badly!”  

What do I mean?  

Have you ever seen an unkind, critical person who spends 

many hours in the Bible? I have…many times. By the way, I have 

also seen even more weak, ungrounded Christians who are like 

corks bobbing on the waves of life. So, I now put “temporary” in 

front of “spiritual disciplines”  

The endgame of all discipline is joy and impromptu freedom 

in the essential practices on the way. For example, if I needed to 

build a solid foundation for a building, I would first build 

temporary forms. Then pour the cement and wait for it to dry. 

When the foundation cured, I would remove the temporary forms.  

Similarly, in our spiritual life, if we trust our spiritual 

disciplines for growth, rather than the Spirit partnering with us in 

them, over time the means become the end. We lessen our vital 

connection with God’s presence. Carefully learn the difference 

between God’s part and my part as we partner with Him. 

If not, out of His deep love for us, God must often withdraw 

some of His provision. This brings confusion to those who are not 

well-taught in a healthy theology of loss and pain and suffering.4 

The good gardener prunes vine branches to release more 

fruitfulness. Yet poorly taught Christians attribute this to the devil 

or default to a victim mentality and complain and whine a bit. Our 

Father loves us too much to meet our immediate needs, if meeting 

that need will stunt long-term growth. 

If we are wise, we will sharpen our ears to the “cost of 

discipleship.” We must “come and die.” Of course, what must die 

if we move from “serve my needs” to “I want to serve the needs 

of others” is our self-absorbed life focus, not our authentic-self.  

Pay special attention to the second and third soils of our heart 

in Mark 4:16-19. This more self-absorbed life is normal for 
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toddlers yet stifles our potential for life to the full for a spiritual 

“warrior” or spiritual “father/grandpa.” (John 10:10).   

I would strongly encourage you to use my book, “Times of 

Refreshing,” to deepen, strengthen and broaden this cycle. It 

could be a tune-up or exposure to a good tool to use when we 

meet with others. 

If the first cycle has not been well laid as a foundation, the 

next cycle as a spiritual warrior will be diminished. And we may 

not reach the third cycle. 

Personally, I still go back and tune up this first cycle on a 

regular basis, especially when I’m in a difficult season. As I’ve 

grown spiritually, a new depth unveils itself. 

 

For an expanded study in this First Cycle, 

see my devotional on Amazon.com 

“Times of Refreshing” 
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Freder’s Favorites 
Books on Amazon.Com 

Link on JimFredericks.Com: Page: “Freder’s Favorites 

Most authors have one key message interwoven in all they write. I’m no 

different. I write to restore an accurate Christian worldview. I attempt to 

begin with God in all my thinking in order to see God, ourselves and the 

world more like our relational Trinity does. For me, this is a relational 

Trinitarian, incarnational view of God with a high view of God’s restored 

and fulfilled new creation as one new man in Christ.  

Devotional Books, 1, 2 or 4 Pages per Chapter 

Foundation Stones – These “blog” length meditations are my reflections 

on my early Christian life. These are some key building blocks God built 

into my life that fueled 45+ years of growth as a lifelong life-learner. 

Jesus Is Enough! – A meditative guide through Jesus’ “last words” in 

John 15. This life-releasing picture of the Vine and the branches is one 

of the spiritual “artesian wells” that I return to when I struggle.  

Times of Refreshing – A 21-day devotional focusing on our spiritual 

foundation. God’s Family deserves healthy nourishment to stimulate 

growth aimed at our spiritual developmental levels on this lifelong 

adventure of faith. This short book focuses on two basic concepts, 

abundance & forgiveness from connecting with the Father and Son. 

Cultivating Enjoyment of God’s Presence – For our busy 21st century 

lives as Christians, these musings look over the shoulders of great 

Christians of the past, both in Scripture and from those who felt the 

inward longing and did something about it. They acquired the lifelong 

habit of spiritual responsiveness. Nothing is more crucial today.  
 
 

 

I don’t write for the casual Christian who is content to sit in a service 

and soak. I write to multiply disciples like Jesus, yet with three large 

concerns:  

(1) that I might convince your mind before God ravishes your heart 

with His relational love;  

(2) that you will read these books alone and be helped greatly…and 

settle for the helpful, but partial, change gained from learning as 

individuals, missing out on God’s greater call to live as “persons-in-

community;”  

(3) that you might in some way view what I write as a finished 

program that will bring growth like a vending machine! No such thing 

exists because we are following and connecting with the Living God. 
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Books as Companions in your Study of the Bible 

DiscipleMaking Companions (Series of eight 5-week) – When Jesus 

rescued us through faith, He drew near to us in order to draw us near 

to Himself. Each highly interactive 5-6 week “Companion” is more 

than a Bible study since the emphasis is on doing the Word together 

out of an interactive learning community. These act as an “architect” 

to form a learning culture. These eight combing a personal discovery 

in a key book in the Bible with a foundational theme. The books are: 

Philippians, Ephesians, Genesis 1-4, Mark, 1 Thessalonians, 1 Peter 

and Psalms. The themes include the Word & Spirit, Identity, Authority 

and five others. 

90-Day Engagement with the New Testament – This companion walks 

us through the NT in 3-months. Each book is arranged in the 

chronological order. This brings out fresh insights into how the early 

church grew and what some of the progressive needs were. 

Big God! Bold Design, A Trilogy – This Trilogy fuses together what 

God is bringing to light in the last decades for our solid, life-giving 

historical roots. This primer is a basic, life-oriented theology, 

recapturing the mystery of God and the dignity of humanity as image-

bearers.  

Created Community – Ephesians is Paul’s model for living a flourishing 

Christian life. Ephesians reflects the distilled essence of what Paul 

spoke as he planted and strengthened thriving churches. 

Radical Mutuality – In 1 John, the aged Apostle John felt compelled to 

write what was essential from his perch 25 years after the last NT 

book had been written. This ancient/new 1st century mental map turned 

the world upside down then, as koinonia flowing out of the relational 

Trinity can also today. 

Discover Yourself in the Psalms – The Psalms are a great source to 

deepen our devotional life, honestly expressing the raptures from the 

mountain tops and the shadows of death in valleys. A short paragraph 

of each Psalm highlight what’s crucial as it is our companion to enjoy 

relationship with our God, just to point us to Spirit-inspired insight. 

Additional Free PDF Books  
Website: JimFredericks.Com: Page: “Bible Books & Topics” 

James, Galatians, Matthew 5-7, Gospel of John, Romans 5-8, 1 

John, Colossians, Paul’s Leadership Letters. 

Others in process. 
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1 Available on Amazon.com. 

2 Available on Amazon.com, Times of Refreshing: A 21+ Day 

Devotional, “We Become What We Behold by Jim Fredericks. 

3 First, I suggest my Trilogy, Big God! Bold Design, a practical, life-

oriented theology of essentials. Second, I don’t know anything better to 

learn to embed God’s Word into your life than my 8-part DiscipleMaking 

Companion. I’ve synthesized all the Bible study methods that I’ve come 

into contact with and have found none better. These are all available on 

Amazon.com with links on my website, JimFredericks.com. 

4 I have written a free PDF for some ideas on renewal on my webpage, 

Freder’s Favorites. I call it Renewing Wineskins. 

1 The Bible uses the legal word “justification” to join both concepts, 

freeing us from both guilt and shame. We are completely justified, 

including both full forgiveness and unconditional acceptance. Many 

Christians know they are forgiven. 

2 If you still struggle with forgiveness, I write about this in my Trilogy, 

Big God! Bold Design. Book 1 lays down the basis, and Book 2 views 

forgiveness (and three other essentials) with a bias towards changing our 

lives. 

3 I have written an interactive 5-chapter booklet called Times of 

Refreshment, which explores these ideas of forgiveness, forgiveness from 

God, asking forgiveness of others and forgiving others, essentials of the 

Christian life… unless we want to remain hooked. A bit of a pendulum-

writer, so if you read him, read like you eat fish, aware to spit out the 

bones. 

4 Some question if Jesus has already paid for our future sins, ones we 

have not yet committed. Well, when Jesus died to pay the penalty of our 

sins, at that time, how many of your sins were still future? 

1 I am summarized from many sources what I understand as the best 

understanding of “forgiveness.” See chapters two and three in Times of 

Refreshing, available on my website: www.JimFredericks.com 

2 I have expanded on this in chapter one in Times of Refreshing and in 

Big God! Bod Design, Book 2 in the Trilogy, chapter eight on the 

Fathers’ first-love on my website: www.JimFredericks.com 

3 John Eldredge, The Way of the Wild Heart (Nashville: Nelson Books, 

2006), p. 29. I have received a lot from his books when I ignore his 

http://www.jimfredericks.com/
http://www.jimfredericks.com/
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starting point of “wounds” and focus on what Scripture tells us. He has a 

brilliant grasp on the English language, and some healthy insights. 

4 I discuss this crucial response more thoroughly in Times of Refreshing, 

chapter three, available on Amazon.com. 

5 I thank Pastor Alan Scott for this excellent insight. 

1 The Apostle John called himself, under the inspiration of the Spirit, 

Jesus’ beloved disciple. Jesus perfectly reflects the Father. Parents may 

not have the capacity to love each child as their favorite (even though 

that’s my aim), but our heavenly Father has no limit to His love! 

Since God is infinite, He can give all of Himself to each of His children. 

Finite parents must “distribute” our selves through our time to our 

children so each has a part. Not so God. He gives all of Himself to each 

beloved child as if there were no others. “You are His favorite child and 

so am I!” 

2 There is a reason that prisons give violent offenders “solitary 

confinement” as a punishment. 

3 “He predestined us to be adopted as His sons through Jesus Christ, in 

accordance with His pleasure and will” (Ephesians 1:5). 

We rush home into the Father’s embracing arms. God draws us near into 

intimacy with Him and sends us out for impact as His ministry partner. 

How aware are you of complete forgiveness in Christ for each and every 

one of your failures so you have immediate, moment-by-moment access 

to God? Forgiveness is not the ultimate end. It’s the necessary means to 

God’s intended end, full, restored relationship through sonship, God’s 

unchanging Eden-intent. We will never see God for who He is and enjoy 

His presence the way He desires until we walk in this deep down 

awareness at the core of our being. God has removed every last hurdle 

between Him and us.  

4 John Eldredge, The Way of the Wild at Heart (Nashville: Nelson Books, 

2006), p. 199. John Eldredge has some brilliant thoughts, is a master of 

the English language, and some very practical steps to build this into our 

children. This seems more a natural, physical developmental plan from a 

Christian perspective, which differs from what I’m writing. Also, his 

launching point for his thinking is our wounds in life, especially, since 

the book is written to men, the “father-wound.” I believe we “become 

what we behold,” so that is not my focus. I prefer to acknowledge 

wounds (they happen to all of us), process them thoroughly through 

forgiveness, treasure hunting and reframing the painful event…and then 

worshipping, knowing God will use that for my highest good. 

5 See 1 Thessalonians chapter three. 
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I have written on this often since it’s crucial. I did a study on trials 

through the NT once. Almost without fail, joy was also in the immediate 

context. That’s God’s perspective. Big God! Bold Design, Book 3 has a 

chapter on this. I wrote two short blog-length reminders on this in 

“Foundation Stones, A Healthy Perspective on Tough Times (#29) and 

Four Sources of Trials (#30). 

1 See Luke 9:1 for one example. 

2 And, by the way, for now please avoid “gifts” and “personality” tests.  

In my opinion, at this early stage, the danger of them boxing us in, and 

thus limiting us, is greater than the insight we may gain. God wants to 

expand our horizons so we explore the vast freedom we have in Christ. 

The Giver of all gifts lives within you, so He will generously give you 

whatever gift you need on-the-spot. Jesus is our model for life so just do 

as you see Him doing in the Gospels, regardless if it’s comfortable. 

God’s plan for this first cycle is to explore as many possibilities as you 

see. Later is time for identifying more specifically God’s call, and 

specializing. If you feel you need those tests then, go for it. It’s a matter 

of timing. 

1 Studies indicate that when we do what we hear/read, we raise retention 

from 5-10% to 70%, However, if we then pass what we learn along to 

another person, learning retention soars to 90% May God teach us to be 

90%-ers. 

2 Check out Romans 12:1-2 and Philippians 3:7-8 for starters. 

3 According to studies by Anders Ericsson, which can be read online. 

4 This topic is so crucial, yet too large for now. I wrote on this in my 

book on 1 Thessalonians, chapter 3. Paul wrote to his 3-week old 

converts to expect trials that will build up and purify our faith. How 

healthy s your understanding of the life-releasing benefits in trials? 


